2018 fiat 500

Subcompact cars generally aren't much to write home about. They usually sacrifice materials
quality, quick acceleration and an exciting driving experience in exchange for a rock-bottom
price tag. Something must have been lost in the English to Italian translation, however, because
the Fiat offers what others don't. Not only is this pint-size coupe fun to drive, but it also brings
distinctly European design flair to this otherwise dowdy segment. The has been on sale for a
while now without any significant refresh, but the things we liked about it when it debuted for
the model year hold true even today. The cabin design surpasses many in this field, and its cute
looks still command attention on the road. Plus, the previous naturally aspirated base engine
has been replaced with a turbocharged unit, so this year's is noticeably quicker than the model.
On the other hand, we're not sold on the top Abarth trim's performance chops, especially
considering you can get the more luxurious and faster Mini Hardtop for about the same price.
We think the base Pop and more luxurious Lounge are both better buys. There are still some
inherent downsides, too, such as the cabin that's really only big enough for two people. Overall,
though, the is a good choice if you want an affordable subcompact with some personality. The
Fiat is a small city car with seating for four, although the rear seats are only suitable for very
small children. It's available as a two-door hatchback or convertible Fiat calls this the C that
uses fixed roof rails and a folding center portion. The base Pop model is lightly equipped, but
its price is quite reasonable. The midlevel Lounge is more expensive, but many will find the
leather upholstery and other goodies worth the extra cost. The performance-oriented Abarth
rounds out the lineup, with a peppier engine, sport-tuned suspension and boisterous exhaust
note. All three trims are powered by a turbocharged 1. A five-speed manual transmission is
standard, while a six-speed automatic is optional. In the Pop and Lounge models, the engine
produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque. Abarth models receive a modest but noticeable
power bump: Manual-equipped versions produce hp and lb-ft, while automatic models make hp
and lb-ft. The Pop convertible also comes with rear parking sensors. The luxurious Lounge trim
includes all of the above, plus chrome exterior trim, a fixed glass roof, rear parking sensors, an
auto-dimming rearview mirror, automatic climate control, heated front seats, leather upholstery
and satellite radio. At the top of the Fiat food chain is the performance-focused Abarth. It
includes the parking sensors from the Lounge and adds a more powerful engine, a rear spoiler,
sportier suspension tuning, upgraded brakes with red-painted calipers, a performance exhaust
system, distinctive exterior and interior styling tweaks, premium cloth upholstery, a
leather-wrapped shift knob, a sport steering wheel and front floor mats. Some of the Lounge's
extra features can be added to the Pop and Abarth as options. Other popular options include a
sunroof for coupe models, inch wheels for the Abarth, a six-speaker Beats Audio sound system
with a trunk-mounted subwoofer, a navigation system, and a variety of Mopar-branded exterior
and interior styling enhancements. Each vehicle typically comes in multiple versions that are
fundamentally similar. The ratings in this review are based on our full test of the Fiat C Abarth
Convertible turbo 1. NOTE: Since this test was conducted in , the current has received some
revisions, including a new touchscreen in Our findings remain broadly applicable to this year's ,
however. Available styles include Pop 2dr Hatchback 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used FIAT Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Which does Edmunds recommend? The Fiat is a spunky car that deserves a little extra Italian
flair with its cute-as-a-button looks. That's why we'd go with the mid-trim Lounge. The price
jump is pretty high, but the Lounge is still reasonably priced. The extra cash outlay primarily
adds leather upholstery and a glass roof, but there are other goodies such as satellite radio and
heated front seats, too. We're not impressed by the Abarth's purported performance chops,
even though it's not much more expensive than the Lounge, so we wouldn't recommend that
one unless you absolutely need the additional power. Overall rating. Read more. The Abarth
may look and sound sporty, but its actions don't back up the bravado. With horsepower, you
can spin the front tires at full throttle. But in terms of instrumented acceleration numbers, it can
barely keep up with the base Mini Cooper Hardtop, let alone the Cooper S model. The Abarth

reached 60 mph in 7. There's considerable turbo lag from the turbocharged engine when leaving
a stoplight, followed by a nice hit of power. The shifts from the six-speed automatic are quick. In
a simulated-panic stop, the Abarth required feet to stop from 60 mph; this is a typical result for
a small car with all-season tires. There was noticeable side-to-side wiggle during our
panic-brake test, making it feel a bit unsettled. Steering effort is appropriate for a sporty
runabout, but there's little feedback to indicate when the front tires are losing grip. The Sport
button firms the steering up but doesn't add more feedback. The turning circle is SUV-like.
Compared to its rivals, the Abarth is less sporty on a curvy road. It feels top-heavy, and the
front tires frequently wash out and struggle to regain traction. It doesn't instill confidence like
its competitors. The hesitation on initial acceleration gets frustrating; the car works better with
the manual transmission. The Sport button livens things up. The massive space needed for
U-turns â€” the Abarth has a Limitations to seat and steering wheel adjustability compromise
comfort, and the contouring of the front seat will bother some drivers. The lack of adequate
elbow padding and the drone of the engine and exhaust further hurt comfort scores. The ride
quality is decent enough. Seat comfort. Average-size adults will find that the lack of a
telescoping steering wheel forces them to sit closer and more upright than preferred. The
contour at the top of the seatback also creates an uncomfortable pressure point for some
drivers. Ride comfort. Despite its sporty intentions, the Abarth's ride quality isn't overly firm.
You do feel flaws in the pavement, but the rarely comes across as harsh or overly intrusive.
That said, moderate undulations will cause some jostling. Purely for the fun of it, the Abarth's
exhaust is loud, with only a minor reward in terms of actual power. For some, this booming
baritone will seem tiresome. Others will dig it. It was hard to detect road and wind noise over the
commotion. While the 's minimalist interior has a certain retro design appeal, it also serves to
limit the functionality of many systems. The limited passenger space leaves it trailing rivals by a
considerable margin. Ease of use. The primary controls are simple in terms of layout and
operation, but they're also limited in functionality. Searching for music on external devices is
difficult at best. The doors are short in length for easy access in tight spots, and they open
wide. The narrow opening to the rear seat means it's nearly impossible for adults to crawl back
there. Even if you can do it, you'll look and feel awkward. Most adults will feel confined up front,
especially if there is a front passenger. The hard center console can protrude into the side of
the driver's right knee. The rear seats are suitable for children only. All-around visibility is good
with the top up, but when the top is fully retracted, it severely blocks the view rearward to the
point that even large city buses can be hidden from view. A standard rearview camera helps
getting out of parking spots. Hard plastics are more prevalent in the Fiat than in its competition.
The surfaces feel flimsy and have a tendency to creak. For the most part, the interior falls short
of the standard set by the Mini Hardtop. Convertible top. It's hard to consider the fabric roof
panel a true convertible top since it's more like a retractable panoramic sunroof. Folded back, it
completely obscures the rearward view and blocks access to the trunk. The cabriolet's trunk
only measures 5. The tiny opening hampers usefulness. It's a struggle to get a carry-on suitcase
to fit. Interior storage is minimal, with shallow door pockets and cramped cupholders. Write a
review See all 5 reviews. Turbo charging changed the driving experience for the It's hard to
replace a car like that. Saving for 4 years, I test drove them all. I came close to buying the Fiat ,
but this little guy had similar pizzazz, as well as being practical. Performance is excellent, even
in Oregon's heavy rains and, though marketed as a city car, it was comfortable on a mile trip.
The controls are well thought out and the speedo provides lots of useful information. The
drawback is that the stereo is part of the control system. I would like to upgrade it, but best I
could do was replacing the speakers. It lacks navigation, except thru a phone, and its voice
recognition is inadequate at freeway speeds. It is a hard car to customize, and parts are limited
to bling. Mostly, with its pep, decent fuel economy, and 15' turning radius, it's a joy to drive as
my retirement car. I deleted the rear seats, which provides decent room for cargo and
transporting 3 dogs. I added sound deadening, upgraded speakers and amp, so the sound
system is better than any I've heard in any new car. Read less. My only complaint so far is there
is hardly any room to put the key in the ignition to start the car. I really don't mind the small
trunk. Or the fact other small cars get better MPG. This car is cute, sporty, and fit my price
range. My only complaint is that the touch screen, which doubles as the backup cam. It's
completely useless when the top is down. The sun glare is so intense. Enough zippy power in
town and on the highway. Plenty of room for my son and I. And in a pinch This is truly an
amazing car for the price. My only regret So I have had a for nearly a year now. I drive about 20k
miles yearly and my drive includes driving through the blue ridge mountains. With me owning a
5spd and driving normal I averaged 38mpg. One the rare occasions that I have driven it on flat
land at 55 I've turned mpg. The thing I can say is best about my car is the smile that I have while
driving it. A freind has a stage 2. The exhaust note is great for a 4cyl. Unlike many car

companies the Abarth doesn't need to have sounds pipped through the speakers to sound great
to the driver. I do have a couple of younger children and they fit fine in the back of the car. I
have done a week's worth of grocery shopping using the small trunk. If I can be completely
honest though, buy one used as the depreciation is crazy. Low mileage used ones can be had
for half the cost of a new one. At the end of the day life is too short to drive boring cars. A golf
gti is all around better, but damn it's sooo boring. This is a car for those who don't want to be
boring. I have developed an intermittent rattle from somewhere. The car drove well enough the
only time we got snow on stock Pirelli all seasons. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored
cars related to the Sign Up. Small cars often are appliances and not much else. The Fiat hints at
more than just a bland penalty box to shuttle passengers to work, home, work, home in an
endless cycle. It earns a 4. Read more about how we rate cars. Inside, a 7. The biggest step for
the happened under the hood. A horsepower 1. It helps the Fiat pass on the highway, but it
stops short of a sporty model. The Fiat Abarth comes closer. Base cars are reasonably
equipped by small car standards. Each comes complete with inch wheels, power features, a
rearview camera, and good looks, but the 5. The Fiat is about style more than anything else.
After nearly a decade on the road, it still manages to draw some smiles and its charm is
undeniable. We give the a point above average for its exterior shape. We land at a 6 out of 10 for
style. Button headlights and small grille openings are a nod to the past, while its extra bulk up
front is a nod to current crash-safety regulations. Larger lower front fascia openings. Inside, the
Fiat tries hardâ€”maybe a little too hardâ€”but its outre style helps distract from the budget
materials. Cabrio models sub in a power cloth roof that folds in the back and completely blocks
outward vision that can be black, red, beige, or gray depending on trim level and configuration.
Abarth models add sporty touches all around and look the part of a rorty two-seater with
scorpion badges and available mirror and roof caps in contrasting color. The big news this year
for the Fiat is a switch to all turbocharged powertrains except for the battery-electric e. The base
engine is now a 1. The top-trim Fiat Abarth is the only version that feels energetic thanks to hp
wrung from its 1. The Fiat gets a 4 out of 10 for performance on our scale, with one point
dropped for a bouncy rideâ€”common for small cars. The base 1. The Abarth is rated at hp and
lb-ft with the manual hp and lb-ft with the automatic and it has the most personality of the
bunch. That anxiety partially a byproduct of the sport wheelbase, but also due to the standard
sport-tuned suspension. Small cars struggle in our comfort scale. The Fiat is among the
smallest on the roads, and it asks for some compromises in its cute shape. We take away points
for both and land at a 3 out of 10 for comfort. The upright seating position means that some tall
drivers may be looking for more head room in the coupe, but cabrio models have roughly 90,
feet of head room. Problem: Solved. Most versions of the will be noisy inside, except for the e
we cover it separately and the Abarth noisy is the point. The rear seats are fit for a penalty box.
With a scant Ask the Fiat to do any more and it starts to fall down. This year, Fiat made standard
a rearview camera that should help outward vision, which is particularly poor in convertible
models with the roof down. Advanced safety features such as automatic emergency braking
and active lane control are omitted from the lineup. Aside from active safety features, the Fiat is
equipped with seven standard airbags, traction and stability control systems, and active head
restraints. Base cars are equipped with inch wheels, a 7. The small touchscreen does not
support Apple CarPlay or Android Auto, and navigation is an optional extra on all trim levels,
which we think is an oversight for the inexpensive car aimed at younger buyers. We give the a
point above average for that base equipment and land at a 6 out of 10 for features. Cabrio
versions are identically equipped but add a power-folding roof and rear parking sensors that are
necessities, rear vision is nearly nonexistent with the roof folded down. Spring for the Lounge
trim level and the adds heated leather-trimmed seats, automatic climate control, and heated side
mirrors. Abarth models feature more horsepower, red brake calipers, grippy cloth seats, an
analog instrument cluster, and sporty steering wheel. The Abarth offers as optional inch wheels,
leather seats, unique side mirrors, premium audio by Beats, and heated front seats. Most
versions of the Fiat will be available with a handful of factory-installed options, which is
somewhat rare for inexpensive, small cars. This year, Fiat has moved the to an all-turbocharged
roster of engines. Premium unleaded is recommended by the manufacturer, but regular
gasoline is acceptable. That's good enough for a 7 out of 10 on our fuel economy scale. The
more potent Fiat Abarth ups the power without impacting fuel economy much. Those figures for
the Fiat are significantly lower than the outgoing base engine that had less power. Other small
cars do better with a gallon of gas. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By
Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New Spider. Used
Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Dislikes Not fuel efficient Not spacious either
Poor crash-test scores Dismal rear vision in cabrio version. Buying tip The Fiat goes on sale

later this summer. Review continues below. Used FIAT for sale near change location. Continue
Reading. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a
vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Rating breakdown
on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the FIAT against the competition. Used FIAT cars. Used Ford
Fiesta cars. Used Honda Fit cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read
our Cookie Policy. When met on the road, it is daunting to shake off a unique design that
captures your vision intuitively within a glimpse. Yes, the Fiat is one of the few cars sculpted
with a strange approach. Although a small car, the made a lot of bucks in the United States
market thanks to its versatility and a go-anywhere attitude. On the inside, however, the will now
receive a boost in horsepower with an updated powertrain department. The other advantages
remain salient with the upcoming version too, while it tries to build upon its cons. Singular
Design and Styling. Expressive Color Options. Very Affordable. Intuitive Infotainment. Mediocre
Interior Materials. Cramped Interiors. Low Fuel Economy. Absence of Driver Assistance Tech.
Turbocharged Aspiration for Every Model. Updated Dynamics. Rear View Camera Standard. The
Fiat Hatchback will follow its regular approach to attract people towards the falling compact car
segment with its visceral design and now, with a much perky engine. Driving a in the busy
urban streets was always a delight, but the absence of some contemporary technologies made
things difficult even then. However, the Hatchback is designed to be ready for anything. Lately,
the compact SUV market has seen a lift in sales and has thus left the hatchback market at its
toes. In its favor, this new has a unique look, a bold color palette, and plenty of available
features. Although not big on passenger space, the makes an ideal urban commuter.
Nevertheless, it is time that will decide its fate. Fiat categorizes the into two different trims - Pop
and Lounge, with Pop being modest of the two. Also, not to worry about the options though,
since there are a lot of customizable options available to be bought explicitly with this Italian
moniker ranging from colors, wheels to interior materials and color schemes. All-in-all, Fiat has
ensured that the you buy is tailored to your requirements. Looking at the difference in price
between the two trims, there are meant to be a lot of features differentiating them. Most
importantly, the latter trim gets the trademarked Abarth performance along with the aesthetic
inserts like chrome fittings and bigger wheels. Also, Lounge is more electronically modern as it
gets plenty of new and necessary technologies for ease of existence. According to us, it is the
Pop trim that is more worthwhile. Not only is it priced dutifully, but also it has a better engine
now with the turbocharger in place. Hence, power is no more an issue, but the car lacks behind
in acquiescence with the absence of basic features like climate control. Nevertheless, the car
delivers a brilliant economy and hence is a good bargain against some liveable features. A
surprise for those who hope, Fiat has finally decided to tune up the Hatch starting this year.
According to Fiat, the Hatchback will feature a turbocharged 1. At the essence of this newly
fabricated powertrain will be a total output of Horses and pounds of pure wheel spin per foot.
These, however, are pretty rationalized figures given that the Abarth version of the same can
release a total of horses. Had it been , the Honda Fit and Mini Cooper would have outpowered
their Italian counterpart with ease. But it is not. So, the Fiat retains the badge of the hottest
hatch in the segment beating the Mini Cooper by barely one horse. In terms of torque, on the
contrary, the pound-feet reciprocated by the Cooper remains unchallenged again. The Fiat takes
a big leap in acceleration as it catches the 60 MPH mark within 8. That is entirely the magic of
the turbocharger intake. Apart from that, it also manages to pull off the quarter-mile faster than
before, taking These characteristics would certainly buy the more respect if not a position in the
top-sales chart. In comparison, the Mini Cooper is blisteringly quick at 7. It's 0. In quarter-mile
time, however, Fiat does close the gap but still loses by 0. Honda Fit, which was previously
faster than Fiat in mph time but finishes almost 2 seconds behind at In many words, the Fiat
hatchback can be associated with a small two-seater that is wieldy around the busy city streets
and enthralling on the highways. Previously, the latter would have been a little hard to say, but
thanks to the added juice, the hatch feels quite the titillation to drive around. Its compact design
aids in getting the nag out of the narrow city streets while the passenger watches in ease given
an adequately cushioned suspension. The steering feels appropriately weighted at lower
speeds, but at higher speeds, seems to take the edge off the wheels. It is like having the weight
entirely taken off them and hence loses the feel of confidence while attacking curves with vigor.
Now with more power under the hood, Fiat has given the suspension and brakes a tweak, but
the steering response is nonetheless ameliorated. However, considering the area of application
of the same, the hatchback feels quite at home. As mentioned above, the hatchback has a new
suspension and braking system, but there is no physical evidence of the same here. In other
words, the brand has retained the size of its brakes from the last working version of the On the
contrary, the brand has managed to tweak the calipers and pad materials, making them more
efficient for the current form of discs in place. Also, since the turbocharger did not replace any

assembly, the has gained some weight in comparison to its previous self. In comparison, Mini
Cooper is the heaviest at 2, pounds but it also has the biggest brakes 11 inches in the front and
Big brakes give Mini Cooper immense braking power and stop this hot hatch at feet from 60
mph. Now to the fact the Fiat is best known for- fuel efficiency. From its 1. Turns out, yes, they
are. Although with a turbocharger in place, the gains minimal weight, and thus, there is hardly
any effect on the power to weight ratio. In turn, this means a gentle dab on the throttle should
suffice for the power required in most of the situations, thus not accounting for a reason to
push the engine to its limits every time. Against the others, Fiat and Chevy Spark offer the best
fuel economy figures and are identical in the city and combine but Spark has 1 MPG more on
the highway. Mini Cooper is the least economical in the city at 28 MPG. It has a total passenger
volume of At first, it sounds sane, but as you approach the insides, it is the front seat you will
favor, and not the rear. In other words, the rear seat, although looks enough for two occupants,
feels extremely cramped with subpar legroom and headroom. Even the thigh support is not
what you would expect on long rides. In terms of quality, hard plastics are what you are greeted
with along with a poor taste towards practicality. Many of the surface materials feel cheap, and
outside noise easily permeates the cabin. However, this Fiat does benefit from a distinctive
Italian flair if pleasing the eyes is what works for you. Accordingly, Fiat lets you choose from
nine interior color combinations that sculpt the rather clumsy and shoddy interiors quite
fashionably. Personalization extends beyond the color palette; you can mix and match features
across trims to customize your Fiat In comparison, Honda Fit has the best space upfront and
also at the back. This is due to the fact that it's the longest and tallest in the segment which
gives it the best shoulder room upfront and also in the rear. Mini and Chevrolet are neck to neck
in every department. Plus, you also have a settings button that shows different kinds of menu
options such as date and time, Bluetooth, door and locks, lights, etc. In terms of usability, the
system is quite efficient and works very smoothly. Some noticeable features pertaining to this
system are:. Being a subcompact car, marginal is what you can expect in terms of boot space
from the Fiat Evidently, it has only 9. But, when you fold the rear seats, it triples the space to
When comparing cargo volumes, Honda Fit has the largest space at Mini Cooper has the
second-best space in terms of cargo, Spark has better space than Fiat at The Fiat has been the
most consistent design in the history of automobiles. Every new version of the is nothing but a
modern interpretation of the original hatch from the 60s. Although advancements in robotics
have helped it adhere to the contemporary demands, it still conceived the signature curvy
layout. For , the is It is The wheelbase is When comparing Fiat with others, Honda Fit is the
longest and tallest at inches and 60 inches respectively. Mini Cooper is longer by almost 20
inches which offers an immense length of the car at It also has At 68 inches Mini is the widest
which translates to a good amount of shoulder room for the passengers. Chevrolet Spark has
the best ground clearance at 6. Modern cars ought to be safe, and the strict regulations in the
United States have compelled even foreign manufacturers to conform to some prerequisites for
occupant safety. Other than that, the Fiat comes with a few state-of-the-art protective gears,
which is as follows:. The Mini Cooper 4 Door is one of the best hatchbacks out there. It's quick,
agile, and surprisingly fuel-efficient. It has got power and excellent driving dynamics. Also, it
has four seats which provide good comfort to passengers. Fiat is only ahead in terms of price
and the quirky looks it provides. Both are icons in their own space, but it truly depends upon
your choice. At Mini's price point, you can easily get Fiat's performance version - Abarth that is
more agile and has a zippy performance. The Fiat and the Chevrolet Spark are offered at a
similar price point with an equal amount of power. Both have 5-speed manual transmissions,
are very fuel-efficient and are also excellent city slickers. The only problem with Fiat is that it's
not a four-seater whereas spark is. In the performance section, Fiat is better than Spark. Honda
makes lightweight designs with an excellent engine and passenger space. Whereas the Fiat is
known for excellent looks with modernized interiors and potent engines. The may not be a
completely new car, but Fiat has managed quite well to impart many modern amenities while
sticking to its legendary layout. Yes, it is more powerful than ever now, which aids the buying
portfolio, but subpar interior space is what would eventually lead to the drop. Still, if you are
sure of not getting your family in and using it for personal commuting, there probably is no
better competitor to the Hatchback. Hello, my name is and i am interested in your listing. I am
based in and request you to get back to me on this regarding the same. You can share the
details with me at or by phone at. I also affirmatively authorize receiving automated texts and
calls. Based on my will and choice though, I can opt-out of the entire procedure at any given
time. I also hereby agree to abide by the Privacy Policy and Terms Of Use which notifies the
data collected from me, its use and share for a service that closely suits my vehicle-shopping
interests. My willingness here is not a factor of any purchase at all. Standard messages and
data rates may apply. Sansare Content Writer. What's New? Pictures exterior. Pop power hp

rpm. Lounge power hp rpm. Colors and Styles. Ratings Pricing And Features. Engine And
Performance. Fuel Economy. Similar Cars. You can share the details with me at or by phone at
Edit Thank you! Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of all the price
you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so
good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. This FIAT has great acceleration and wonderful styling without sacrificing
exceptional fuel economy. You've found the one you've been looking for. Your dream car.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Pop 1. Recent Arrival! Dont
take our word for it. Browse through the hundreds of options that we have in our online
inventory right now. When you want a used car, truck, or SUV, make Lakeside Auto Brokers
your first stop and we may just be your last stop! At Lakeside Auto Brokers, we pride ourselves
on customer service, and we are proud to be able to serve the Colorado Springs area. With
three locations, we are sure to be near you. We can also serve all the surrounding areas, and
with our unique selection of vehicles, we attract customers from all around. You can browse
through everything that we have to offer online, or come to see one of our locations in person
today. Either way, we know that you will be impressed with everything we can do. Our
unmatched service and diverse Cadillac inventory have set us apart as the preferred dealer in
Portland. Visit us today to discover why we have the best reputation in the Portland area. Price
does not include a charge for 0. Transfer of vehicle from another location to your neighborhood
Enterprise Car Sales may require payment of a non-refundable transfer fee to begin the process.
Contact a Sales Consultant for details. Call us for further details or stop by today for a test
drive! Coverage runs concurrently with manufacturer warranty. Restrictions apply. Vehicles
subject to prior sale. We make every effort to provide accurate information including but not
limited to price, miles and vehicle options, but please verify with your local Enterprise Car Sales
location before purchasing. Current mileage may vary due to test drives and vehicle relocation.
Used vehicles were previously part of Enterprise short term rental, lease fleet or purchased by
Enterprise from other sources including auto auctions, with previous use possibly short term
rental, lease or other. This car is fully maintained and drives great. For more information or
apply for financing please visit our website: We have been in business in the Central Florida
community since and are locally owned and operated. All of our vehicles feature our Markdown
Pricing to ensure you feel confident about getting a good deal and excellent overall value in
your vehicle purchase. We would also love to have your trade! We will give you Fair Market
Trade Value for your vehicle. We also offer convenient service hours during the week and all
day Saturday. All of our vehicles are also offered with a free Carfax Vehicle History Report.
Trade must be present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is ready to
help you with your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and
used vans wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at Pop trim, Pompei Silver exterior.
What's more, they're also dedicated to helping you maintain it long after you drive it home for
the first time. Plus sales tax, title and license. Price contains all applicable dealer incentives and
non-limited factory rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates; see dealer for details.
Wheels: 16" X 6. Thank you for visiting another one of AutoNation Honda Chandler's online
listings! A test drive can only tell you so much. This low mileage FIAT has barely been touched.
It's the next best thing to buying new. This vehicle includes important services and
maintenance records, so you can feel more confident about your buying decision. This
pre-owned FIAT looks like new with a clean interior that's been well-kept. This wonderfully
appointed vehicle comes equipped with the options and features every driver craves. Bill Luke
Tempe is a family owned and operated business that has done business the right way since You
can buy with confidence! Bill Luke Tempe's price is based on Kelley Blue Book Price AdvisorTM
- which allows you to see what other Arizona residents have paid for the same year, make and
model of vehicle while considering vehicle mileage. See dealer for details or visit Type your
sentence here. Miller - Driven By You!!! Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and
costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Any Model Spider L X e. Year s. Type Hatchback Convertible Engine Details
Transmission Automatic Manual Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Title issue. Lemon history. Close
Larry H. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Turbo charging changed the
driving experience for the It's hard to replace a car like that. Saving for 4 years, I test drove them
all. I came close to buying the Fiat , but this little guy had similar pizzazz, as well as being
practical. Performance is excellent, even in Oregon's heavy rains and, though marketed as a

city car, it was comfortable on a mile trip. The controls are well thought out and the speedo
provides lots of useful information. The drawback is that the stereo is part of the control
system. I would like to upgrade it, but best I could do was replacing the speakers. It lacks
navigation, except thru a phone, and its voice recognition is inadequate at freeway speeds. It is
a hard car to customize, and parts are limited to bling. Mostly, with its pep, decent fuel
economy, and 15' turning radius, it's a joy to drive as my retirement car. I deleted the rear seats,
which provides decent room for cargo and transporting 3 dogs. I added sound deadening,
upgraded speakers and amp, so the sound system is better than any I've heard in any new car.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. For , FIAT has continued streamlining trim levels for the lineup,
but not without the epic surprise of upgrading all trims to the MultiAir 1. Pop and Lounge trim
levels not only benefit from updated turbo engines but also include new "turbo" badging on the
rear lift gate, inch alloy wheels, a performance braking system, sportier suspension, ground
effects, fog lamps and a sport rear spoiler. It's relatively inexpensive, but does have some
upscale pretentions, with some trims competing directly with rivals like the MINI Cooper S. Like
much more expensive Italian cars, the FIAT offers more customization potential than is typical
for an inexpensive small car. With a FIAT Studio system at dealerships, buyers can customize
with interior and exterior accessories, striping packages and more. FIAT Abarth models also
live up to the "small but wicked" approach that inspired the s-era performance models before.
The idea is to offer high performance in a small car, with a dash of exotic Italian personality.
They come with a -horsepower, 1. Abarth models get a horsepower version of the same
turbocharged 1. Both of those models are standard with the 5-speed manual, while the 6-speed
automatic is optional. The e, meanwhile, is powered by a The e, meanwhile, is powered by a
horsepower electric motor. All s are front wheel-drive. Customers no longer need to select one
of the Abarth models in order to tap into the 's fun-to-drive qualities. With the new standard
turbo engine and a light, nimble driving feel, the FIAT is very sporty and maneuverable at city
speeds, yet stable on the highway. Pop models are priced with other affordable,
efficiency-minded small hatchbacks but do include Bluetooth hands-free connectivity and audio
streaming, an auxiliary input, iPod controls, cruise control, a trip computer and power windows,
locks and mirrors. Lounge models are the next choice up for those who don't want to go the
performance route with their Both and c Lounge models include special chromed accents in
front and in back plus fog lamps, a security alarm, a fixed glass roof in hatchbacks , 9-spoke
cast-aluminum wheels, premium cloth seats, a leather-trimmed steering wheel with audio
controls, a redesigned 7. Lounge models also offer a Sport mode that, with the press of a
button, makes throttle response sharper. FIAT Abarth models bring performance to the mix,
with a specially tuned horsepower turbocharged 1. The raspier exhaust note lets this model be
known both from inside the car and from a distance. The e electric FIAT is offered in one trim. It
is equipped with 15" aluminum wheels, heated mirrors and fog lamps on the outside and a
leather-wrapped steering wheel, remote keyless entry, automatic climate control, leatherette
seat fabric over heated seats and navigation inside. The FIAT's electric motors produce
horsepower and lb-feet of torque-- great for the city car the e was meant to be, with a range
estimated at around 85 miles. The "Beats" audio system available in both and c models offers a
high-definition experience, with a special Beats Audio digital sound processing algorithm plus
an 8-inch dual-voice-coil subwoofer in the trunk and a watt, 8-channel amplifier. Close this
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle
on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Nimble, responsive driving feel;
good gas mileage; track-ready performance; flamboyant exterior; practical, stylish interior;
available electric powertrain. Pop and Lounge trim levels not only benefit from updated turbo
engines but also include new "turbo" badging on the rear lift gate, inch alloy wheels, a
performance braking system, sportier Read more. Close this. The FIAT is a small 4-seater with
cute looks and ferocious performance capability. The FIAT is offered as a hatchback or
cabriolet. There's a problem loading this m
subaruoutback
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.

DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

